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Nicole Eisenman, Drinks at Julius, 2012. Etching, Paper size: 10 1/4 x 11 3/4 inches, Image size: 6 1/2 x 8 inches, Plate size: 6 

1/2 x 8 inches. Image courtesy Leo Koenig Inc., New York. 

Nicole Eisenman’s current exhibition at Leo Koenig Inc. delivers the libidinous punch and play of her paintings 

in a generous selection of prints. Among the woodcuts, lithographs, etchings, and monotypes on view, the latter 

two techniques are prominent. While visually monotypes compare most readily to paintings, their relatively 

spontaneous technique—transferring ink directly from plate to paper, without a template for reproduction—lends 

the medium a suppleness and immediacy often ascribed to drawing. The postures and predicaments of 

Eisenman’s clever monotype portraits and etched group scenes together sketch a psychological landscape to 

which most of us can (reluctantly) relate. 



 

 
Nicole Eisenman, Untitled, 2012, Monotype on paper, Paper size: 24 1/8 x 18 1/2 inches, Image size: 23 1/4 x 17 1/2 inches, 

Frame size: 28 1/2 x 23 1/2 inches. Image courtesy Leo Koenig Inc., New York. 

A series of untitled figurative monotypes, uniformly sized and arranged in two rows on adjacent walls, stage a 

tragicomedy of exaggerated affects and art historical spoofs. “I feel the Impressionists tugging at my arm and 

Francis Picabia yanking at my ankle,”[i] Eisenman remarks. Her often grotesquely colored full-frontal mugshots 

evince the artist’s talent for stylistic caricature; a motley throng of faces evokes the iconic strokes of Edvard 

Munch to R. Crumb. 

Several monotypes embed art historical allusions more literally, through photographic additions. A cartoonish 

standing figure balances a root vegetable Venus of Willendorf in one hand and a monkey organ-grinding a David 

Smith contraption in the other. Fingerless mink gloves adorn an anthropoid in flagrant recline—a la Niki de St 

Phalle’s She—as it sprawls before a barbed wire tumbleweed, evoking the pernicious eroticism of Surrealist 

sculpture. Collaged totem poles frame a sinuously bifurcated face (or two meeting as Brancusi’s The Kiss—

melding profiles and lurid liplocks are recurring motifs throughout the show). 

Beyond affixing found images, Eisenman frequently intersperses contrasting styles of figuration within her 

compositions. There are blatant juxtapositions: a sensuous Matissean female resuscitates a sharply defined 

comic-strip character supine across her lap; a grid of etched figures samples textures from faux-Rococo to crude 

abstraction. Other etchings like Drinks at Julius or Beer Garden with Big Handdemonstrate staggered states of 

consciousness through incongruously rendered revelers inhabiting the same physical space. 



 

Of her proclivity for crowds in festive states of inebriation, Eisenman emphasizes an interest in the “tipping 

point…before things go south”[ii] and the contemporary archetype of the beer garden, which she calls “the 21st-

century equivalent of the grand public promenades and social spaces of the 19th century. It’s where we go to 

socialize—to commiserate about how the world is a fucked-up place.”[iii]Beer Garden with Big Hand is 

peppered with lusty clutches and wanton behaviors: an unconscious partier receives an unflattering Sharpie tattoo 

from a snickering friend (witnessed by another through a smartphone camera) as newspapers tout “Drones over 

Occupy Protest” and a skyrocketing stock graph for pepper spray. 

We glean Beer Garden’s panoramic ruckus via the surveying eye of an invisible constituent, seated just beyond 

the frame, lifting a beer stein in the foreground with a bulging fist. In effect, Eisenman interpolates viewers into 

her tableaux; the booze is in our hands. Similarly in Watermark we peer into a country cabin over a bowl of 

porridge, and in an untitled etching a blank face and keyboard confront us: we are the screen. In these clever 

manipulations of viewer and vista, Eisenman metaphorically extends her environments to ours, implicating our 

participation. 

From introspective portraits to barroom benders, Eisenman’s prints apply zeitgeists of early twentieth century 

painting to contemporary expressions of alienation and angst, by way of the fantasies and pleasures used to 

escape them. –Kaegan Sparks, Special Events Associate 

 

[i] Interview with Lynne Tillman. Nicole Eisenman. Zurich: JRP|Ringier, 2011. 15. 

[ii] Interview with Ian Berry. Nicole Eisenman: The Way We Weren’t. Saratoga Springs: Frances Young Tang 

Teaching Museum and Art Gallery, 2010. 10. 

[iii] “Happiness Revisited.” RISD XYZ Spring/Summer 2012:  44. 
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